The ontogenesis of sensorimotor reflexes in the Mongolian gerbil Meriones unguiculatus.
The ontogeny of a number of sensorimotor reflexes has been studied in the Mongolian gerbil. In contrast to a number of other mammals, the gerbil has relatively long and strong hindlimbs but small forelimbs, indicating their different importance for a number of locomotor acts, and during the developmental period studied, the hindlimbs grow at a much faster rate than the forelimbs. The following sequence of appearance and maturation of the reflexes was observed: rooting, forelimb hopping, surface body righting, forelimb grasp, hindlimb hopping, chin tactile placing, visual placing, air body righting and, at the same time, forelimb and hindlimb tactile placing. This sequence concords with the general gradient of development and maturation of the spinal and brain centers subserving these reflexes, as evaluated from Nissl preparations. The results indicate that there is no clearcut rostro-caudal gradient of postnatal maturation of the spinal cord and the spinally mediated reflexes, but that there is a general caudo-rostral gradient of brain maturation and of the brain-mediated reflexes. Comparisons with other mammals are made.